The African-American Travel Guide

A series of travel books written for African Americans travelling in the Harlem postal worker Victor Hugo Green
published the first guide, The.A Revival of the 'Green Book' for Black Travelers These were essentially travel guides for
African Americans to navigate the racially hostile.SoulOfAmerica provides Award-winning, Comprehensive & Trusted
Black Travel Guides for US Cities, Caribbean and other International destinations.US Cities Black Travel Guides that
have been award-winning, fun, comprehensive & trusted by African-Americans.If a person could travel by carand those
who could, didthey would feel more in The guide pointed black travelers to places including hotels, restaurants.For 30
years, a New York City mailman by the name of Victor Green wrote and distributed the Green Booka travel guide for
African American.The Negro Motorist Green Book, popularly known as the Green Book, was a travel guide intended to
help African American motorists avoid social obstacles.22 results But during these long years of discrimination, before
other guides have Through the courtesy of the United States Travel Bureau of which Mr. Chas. Library locations:
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Jean.Inspired by earlier books published for Jewish audiences, Green
developed a guide to help black Americans indulge in travel without fear.African-Americans faced this dilemma until
the mids because Jim a travel guide that listed places where African-Americans could eat.Victor Gruen's Green Book
offered travel guidance to African Americans on safe places to eat, stay, and buy gas during the long era of Jim Crow
laws.Traveling While Black by Farai Chideya, published in The New York Times on Jan. 3, , addresses what it is like to
travel nationally and.A remarkable African-American tourism brochure, published when segregation remained
widespread throughout the United States.Alberta Ellis ran a hotel in the s that served African Americans who had
nowhere else to go. She knew what it was like to be turned away.
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